Perception of users hipertensive fence of assistance program received in primary care

Objective: To know the perception of people with hypertension about the care received in primary care. 

Method: A descriptive qualitative study was conducted with 42 people with hypertension enrolled in five teams of the Family Health Strategy Maringá-Paraná. Data were collected between April and June 2013 during group meetings, using guiding questions, which were recorded, transcribed and analyzed for thematic content. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee on Human Research under Opinion 880/2007. 

Results: categories emerged: Activities of HIPERDIA focused on drug delivery: two sides of the same coin; Gaps and difficulties in HIPERDIA; and A good relationship with health professionals generates satisfaction with the service. 

Conclusion: how the user perceives the service is related to the receipt of medicines, availability and flexibility in service hours, and related health professionals. 

Descriptors: Hypertension, Patient satisfaction, Health evaluation, Family health.
INTRODUCTION

The profound transformations by which Brazil is passing in the political, economic and social context have generated a complex change in the profile of diseases affecting the population, characterized by increased incidence of Chronic Noncommunicable Diseases (NCDs). The longevity of individuals and the high proportion of those with NCDs, started to generate a change in the care provided in health services, especially in Primary Health Care (PHC).¹

In this scenario, there is the sharp increase in arterial hypertension (HA) worldwide, becoming as the most frequent the cardiovascular disease and major risk factor for complications such as stroke and myocardial infarction is estimated.² In the city of Maringa there are about 34,000 people with hypertension and about half of them are registered in the municipality Hiperdia program, demonstrating the deficiency in coverage, registration and monitoring of these individuals by the Help Desk.³

With regard to hypertension, Care Reorganization Plan for Arterial Hypertension and Diabetes Mellitus, called HIPERDIA, launched in 2001, aims to organize care in Primary Health Care, by upgrading of health professionals, guarantee the diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of disease, thus promoting the restructuring and enlargement of an effective and quality care.⁴

Considering the difficulties in adapting to the need to change habits and assistance in constant and efficient health for people living with the disease, HIPERDIA has become an important tool to equip the service in this area. In this sense, the program facilitates the identification of factors and risk behaviors, enabling the proper drug therapy and, above all, encouraging and enabling people with HA for self-care. This process occurs through guidance and information, and aims to qualify to live with the disease, improve adherence to treatment and thus minimize complications.⁵

The evaluation of the effectiveness of this program has become the focus of some studies,⁶-⁷ showing that, despite the relatively good access to medicines and the satisfaction of most users, the difficulty in appointing medical consultations, the high rates of non-adherence and high blood pressure found in study participants, show a challenge in quality of care, justifying the search for improvements of the same.

Improvements in health programs, in many cases, are the result of evaluation processes. These assessments, in turn, take place by different means, including voicing people with HA assisted by the program, so that they can express how they perceive the service and the assistance received.⁸ It should be noted though, the search for satisfaction users and families has become a current concern, which has been shown that the better the
care provided to the community, the better the adhesion and control effectiveness, treatment and prevention of these diseases.8,9

Customer’s satisfaction as a result of health care is an important indicator of quality of the service, which is related to the work of professionals as they tackle perceptions, values and expectations of individuals in relation to health services.10 Thus, provide a true picture of their needs, helping to promote actions that help the quality of care11 Therefore, know the perception of users with HA on assistance provided in the PHA enables not only to identify the factors that influence the adherence to the program, but also know the impact of health actions, as well as positive and negative aspects of the service.7

Therefore, the objective of the study was to understand the perception of people with high blood pressure about the care received in HIPERDIA program in Maringá-PR.

METHOD

This is a descriptive study of a qualitative nature, held in Maringa, Parana. This municipality has 66 teams of the Family Health Strategy (FHS), allocated in 29 Basic Health Units (BHU). FHS teams usually perform Hiperdia meetings quarterly. About 30 individuals are allocated to each group of HIPERDIA, but the participation in them is variable. To conduct the study there were raised days and times that would be held the meeting by the teams during the months from April to June 2013 period for the collection of study data, and you can participate in five meetings. Participated in the research 42 hypertensives 18 years old, of both genders, which were present in HIPERDIA meetings held during the data collection period.

After the explanation of the objectives of the study, those who agreed to participate were asked to remain in place after the end of the meeting. At this point the team members withdrew and the group was invited to manifest on the following guiding questions: Are you satisfied with the care received by the hypertensive? Why? What is your opinion about the quality of care to hypertensive offered by this team of the FHS? What suggestions would you give to improve care to hypertensive offered by this team of FHS?

The group sessions lasted an average of 30 minutes and with the permission of the participants they were recorded on a digital device and later transcribed and analyzed according to the technique of thematic modality content analysis, the following three phases: pre-analysis, material exploration and data processing.11

The pre-analysis is the phase of organization of documents that occurred in the brief reading, the choice of reports, the formulation of hypotheses, the choice of indices and the development of indicators to support the interpretation. The material exploration stage was to find groups and associations to respond to the study objectives emerging thus categories.
Already the treatment phase of the results realized the time they were made inferences and interpretation of the results found. Through this analysis revealed three themes: HIPERDIA of activities focused on drug delivery: two sides of the same coin; The gaps and difficulties in HIPERDIA; and A good relationship with health professionals generates satisfaction with the service.

The development of the study took place in accordance with the recommendations in Resolution 196/96 of the National Health Council that regulates research with human beings. The project was approved by the standing committee of ethics in research involving human beings of the State University of Maringa, (Opinion paragraph nº 170666-2012). Users were identified by the letter U, followed by an indicative number of age and the letter M or F, for male or female, respectively.

Of the 42 respondents, the majority (28) were female. The age of participants ranged from 35 to 84 years old; and, in women 35-84 and men 50 to 81. Regarding marital status, the majority (29 participants) were married, 12 were widowed and one single. Considering the schooling time, 16 respondents finished elementary school, 15 know only sign their names, six completed primary school, four high school and only one completed higher education.

The predominant family income (26 participants) was a minimum wage. The hypertension diagnosis ranged from six months to 32 years, and 29 participants also mentioned other comorbidities such as diabetes mellitus (13), heart disease (eight), depression (seven), and stroke (four).

After persistent data readings there were identified users' perceptions about the care provided in the HIPERDIA program, revealing three themes, which will be described below.

HIPERDIA's activities focused on drug prescription: two sides of the same coin

According to the perception of some users, HIPERDIA activities are ignorant because they are limited to the supply of medicines.

I think to be better has to be more to this meeting, because I just come here and get the medicine doesn't change a lot and still have people come home and do not here right? I think that there are more lectures, teaching the people here to take care of themselves, encourage. (U76F30)

I think I have a long way to go yet! Just to pick up the medicine it's OK, but what about when you need a consultation? We're on hand. The doctor here is good, but just to pass the prescription again and continue the treatment that we do. But we have more trouble right?
Unfortunately, one thing is connected in the other! You can’t view everything separate. (U57F)

However, for some users, this same activity, namely the distribution of drugs, was considered as a relevant factor for the satisfaction with the program:

“We don’t need to go to the health center early morning, sometimes make an appointment and after two days back there just to get the medicine. So the way it’s so much easier for us isn’t it? We come here, get the recipe and already get straight.” (U69M)

“They serve us well! So, I think the attendance of them do not have what you like and don’t like. It’s a lot better coming and getting the medicine.” (U75F)

“But for what I need at the moment is to control the pressure, here is being good. While it is just to get the medicine here is good”. (U72F)

Gaps and difficulties in the HIPERDIA program

The absence of a physician during the HIPERDIA encounters was reported by some users, being highlighted, including the presence of even reduces, the need for visits to the BHU:

“If there was a doctor here would be great! Make the query, get the questions [...] we wouldn’t even need to go in the health center! It would end up reducing the amount of people who go there, easier even for them.” (U65F)

The delay/difficulty in scheduling consultations, whether specialized or not, and even the absences of an anamnesis and complete physical examination during the same have also been reported by participants:

“There’s query that takes out or is the doctor who examines you right. A lot of people can’t afford and depends on the clinic, isn’t it?” (U66M)

“Our problem is specialized consultation. In our case a cardiologist, so... I came here these days even mark and they said ‘damn... you have no preview’. I myself, have I hope I make an appointment for three years.” (U73F)

Accessibility was reported by some users as workers hampered due to lack flexibility in times that can reach as many people as possible and even suggested holding extra meetings at more convenient times:

“I can’t be missing! Gets a little hectic! If they did in another time, sometimes more in the afternoon, or if they could deliver the medicine before to release who cannot be better!” (U43M)

“But I haven’t been in every meeting, because I work, because of the time huh? So if they could brand some meetings at a time more accessible [...] for that staff, would be a good”. (U35M)

“I think bad time too. I got to have lunch quickly to give time and run up because I live far away from here! If they could make this meeting twice a month, at different times would be nice! Or put a good time for everyone!” (U67F)
The good relationship with healthcare professionals as a motivator of satisfaction

The good relationship between professionals working in the FHS teams and the community has been reported by users, especially the elderly, as a motivating factor in the search for BHU:

“The nurse, girls who give lectures, the staff are delivering medicine. Everyone here is caring too much with us”. (U65F).

“The staff is much attentive, it’s much attentive with us, asks how we are, if it is taking the medicines rightly, and does conferences. It’s very pleasure!” (U67F).

“In particular I like the team working here, meets very well [...] they are very attentive! Must see, treat people very well who do we want to come in, (laughs) “. (U65F).

In addition, the sympathy, attention and good relationship with professionals working in the team were also associated with a good service or the quality of care:

“In these meetings we are always well attended by everyone.” (U65M).

“I think the quality of care, they always treat us well, with education, pay attention, teach these things.” (U50M).

“The quality service here is good when people come here out happy, you know? The doctor serves very well and all the people treat us very well. It is well attended.” (U60F).

The HA monitoring and control in Brazil occur primarily within the APS, specifically in the FHS teams, based on the guidelines of HIPERDIA Program. Thus, it is understood that it is for health professionals active in this level of attention diagnose, capture and pursue strategies that ensure the connection establishment and the satisfaction of these users, ensuring better adherence to treatment and therefore better control of the disease.8

More and more national10-3 and international studies14-5 have emphasized the importance of recognizing the satisfaction of users with health services offered, as it is directly related to how this user will adhere to care. In turn, to investigate the perception of the user about the care provided in HIPERDIA, it was observed that this is associated with some aspects such as the availability of medication, the actions taken and professionals present during the meetings, and, most of all, good relationship between health professionals and users. Thus, it is understood that the perception and user’s satisfaction are linked to the actions taken and the level of involvement of FHS health professionals with HIPERDIA, since all of the above features are subject to change and adjustment by professionals.

The poor perception of care provided to people with hypertension in primary care was present on various aspects. Among them were cited for holding the meeting HIPERDIA mostly based on the delivery of anti-hypertensive drugs, including being appointed as the sole motivation for attending the meetings of HIPERDIA; the absence of medical consultations and
educational activities with lectures and offer appropriate guidance aimed at controlling and living with the disease, which, in summary, features recommended by the National Program for Attention to Hypertension and Diabetes (PNAHD).\textsuperscript{7} Valley note that what was reported by respondents that medical consultation it is only prescription medications that are just repeated every quarter.

Thus, one should consider that user satisfaction is also related to the expectations and perceptions of users regarding the services received. Some authors point out that even in the public sector the assessment made by the users involves a complex interplay of elements, like the feeling of gratitude implying a less critical view of the service.\textsuperscript{10-6}

Therefore, it is not uncommon users avoid criticizing the services due to the bias of gratitude, fear of losing access, or because of the dependency relationship to health professionals.\textsuperscript{16} As an example, we can see in some speeches that the medication distribution was also considered as a relevant factor for the satisfaction with the program. In general, it is found in the speeches of the participants a sense of gratitude for having medications without evidence of an understanding that act as a right of citizenship.\textsuperscript{17}

However, it is noteworthy that for some participants, delivery of anti-hypertensive drugs is seen as an important point for adherence to HIPERDIA program, encouraging participation in the meetings and thus ensuring continuity in treatment. Despite this, two other studies conducted with users of PHC, also found that the reduced availability of medications was one of the factors that led to dissatisfaction.\textsuperscript{18-9} The distribution of essential medications considered to user needs with chronic degenerative diseases such as hypertension, must be guaranteed so as not to undermine the process treatment and prevention of complications related to the disease.\textsuperscript{19}

It is worth noting also the emphasis given to the fact need not schedule a new appointment to receive the medication in BHU, which in their perceptions, facilitate access to it. Nevertheless, for certain segments of the population, the usual difficulty to get care results in low expectations and, therefore, the simple fact of being met, or of not having to schedule an appointment to receive the medication, can already produce satisfaction.\textsuperscript{16}

Thus, user satisfaction is also related to the expectations and perceptions of users regarding the services received. Some authors point out that even in the public sector, the assessment made by the users involves a more complex interplay of elements, like the feeling of gratitude implying a less critical view of service.\textsuperscript{10-6} Therefore, it is not uncommon users avoid criticizing the services due to the bias of gratitude, fear of losing access, or because the dependency relationship to health professionals.\textsuperscript{16}

It can be said then, that some of the participants perceive the program to HA control as positive and beneficial, especially due to the free distribution of medications associated with the fact that they do not require face queue overnight to get medical consultation. This condition can be justified both by the low purchasing power of users as well as they consider drug therapy the main strategy to control the disease, this aspect is seen as motivating factor infrequently.\textsuperscript{17}

It is thus understandable that patient satisfaction is directly related to access to care and / or medicine, but also the reception he receives at the gateway to health services. Given this fact, the satisfaction with the program is influenced by the perceived user access to BHU,
and the services it deemed necessary. However, it is not unusual that such access also involved from the service at the front desk, agility in queues and queries, good relationship with the FHS team professionals, medication prescription, to the information and advice received by it.

Thus, it is understood that to ensure adequate assistance to registered users in HIPERDIA program is necessary to carry out an effective monitoring, offering them not only the drugs needed for treatment, but also medical and nursing consultations, quick access to these consultations and other services, also ensuring longitudinal care in order to qualify the assistance provided.

Moreover, to obtain a better result in the treatment of hypertension, other actions should also be prioritized, such as encouraging physical exercise, good eating habits, offering improvements in the quality of life of registered users, these aspects, which in no time were cited by respondents as components addressed during the HIPERDIA groups.

With regard to the perception of the study participants when directed to specialized services, we noted in some testimonials dissatisfaction mainly related to long waiting time between the scheduling and the consultation, which reveals the presence of a gap in secondary care. In general, user satisfaction is directly related to the effectiveness and power of resoluteness of the service, and specialized medical consultation, fundamental to the achievement of both.

Assistance to people with HA demands that health staff pay special attention with regard to control problems of disease, which in turn is closely related with the accession process to the treatment. For this control to be effective, a full assistance by the whole team is needed, including medical professionals. From this perspective, medical consultation, specialized or not, is configured as a key tool in assisting this population, favoring also the development of the bond with the health service, facilitating adherence to treatment and increasing user satisfaction with service.

Faced with this, they discuss the importance of comprehensive care as a way to guarantee access to other specialized services, both to solve their problems as to the continuity of care. Fragmented health care systems are unable to provide continuous assistance to the population. Above all, the difficulty of access to specialist consultations and complementary examinations necessary for the monitoring and control of hypertension, strikes constitutional rights to corrupt the principles governing the SUS, such as comprehensiveness, fairness and universality of assistance.

Another important aspect for the satisfaction and adherence to health programs is the accessibility of users. This includes, among many other things, flexible schedules to cover the largest number of people possible and specificities. In addition, through the testimonies, it was revealed that the time set for the holding of HIPERDIA meetings is seen by some respondents as a difficulty to participate in them.

Whereas all meetings are held during normal operation of BHU, ie between 7 and 17 hours, most registered are working, either formally or informally, leaving the search for health services in the background. It is clear, therefore, that in the user's perspective, satisfaction with the service is also directly related to BHU opening hours and thus the availability of meeting the same.
It is also known that SAH and DM are configured as diseases with increasing early diagnosis in population, ie, it reaches a large share of people in productive years, and even family providers. It is also important to consider that the need for expansion and flexibility of the BHU opening hours, expressed in some testimonials, may indicate the need to adapt the service to the users, thus increasing the possibilities of access of this population.24

Whereas confidence, humanization of care, competence and professional training favor user satisfaction with health services, conducting opinion polls become relevant for enabling feedback of interventions developed by the FHS, thus enabling these seek changes in work processes in order to ensure increasingly qualification delivered to the users.9

The relationship between professionals and the community appears as a relevant aspect in the accession process to the actions of the program or its operations. It is observed in the testimonies of the third thematic category, especially in the elderly, the influence of the relationship between the health professional and user; bringing satisfaction with HIPERDIA. In fact, it has already been identified in another study, that user satisfaction with the good relationship, attention and respect maintained between them and health professionals, promote the perception of the HIPERDIA program and, consequently, a better accession to it.9

It is believed that when a good relationship is maintained between the patient and health care professionals, guidelines, instructions and user’s attendance to meetings, give a more natural and satisfying way. Understanding the team, the time spent to service, the host, the activities and care in relation to psychosocial aspects of patients are important for better adherence to the treatment.7

The relationship of empathy and interaction established between professional and community is critical to understanding the conditions of life for people with chronic diseases and consequently to the development of health actions and practices focusing on their real needs. Health professionals seeking to establish a dialogical relationship with family members and ensure closer links between those involved as well as the solution of health problems found through this partnership.21

However, it is not uncommon satisfaction with relationships with healthcare professionals be confused with the quality and attention received. The speeches of U50M and U60F showed how the individual perceives the assistance provided; it is a reflection of satisfying relationship with the provider. When the relationship between health professional and patient is perceived as positive, this generates a necessary link between the two, which results in relationship of trust and satisfaction between them.23

In this context, it is important that a good health service perform self-assessment of its stock periodically. Activities that can improve the quality of care as a humanized medical consultation, effective drug treatment and guidelines for health professionals, particularly nurses, in relation to the maintenance and control of the disease, and assist in daily life and in the management of health services, reflect on good reviews among users.7

In particular, it is necessary to consider the perception of the user in the evaluation of the assistance, which not only provides elements for the adoption of new strategies, but mainly provides a critical analysis of care provided / received, which can contribute to a better quality of life of individuals with hypertension.7
Through the reports of the participants, it was revealed feelings of dissatisfaction about service, especially with regard to the structuring of Hiperdia meetings, primarily serving for delivery of medications. Nevertheless, this same activity was seen as something beneficial for some respondents. The lack of medical consultation, the difficulty for scheduling and conducting specialized consultations, and the inflexibility of timetables to meet the working population, were also cited as negatives in Hiperdia program. However, the good relationship between users and health professionals, in addition to bond and care dispensed by the team, contributes to satisfaction with care.

Despite presenting limitations, especially the fact that the group conversations have been held after the meetings of Hiperdia, and so within BHU, making it difficult for participants to express their opinion more reliably, it reaffirms the validity of the findings. It is stressed that studies evaluating the assistance from the user's perspective, and provide an authentic view of reliable quality of service is important to adapt them to the needs of major stakeholders.

In this way, it is hoped that these findings raise awareness among health care professionals to develop strategies for the training of the staff of the FHS, for an individualized and qualified people with hypertension, focused on the solution of the problems, according to the specific needs of this population.
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